Abstract
INTRODUCTION
One thing which cannot be separated in our life is a language.
Language is not only to unite word together but also it has meaning. Language has its own rules, it is symbolized with an alphabet. A language is used as a bridge of giving and taking information from one person to another through conversation or any medias. and it consists of a culture, the culture can maintain the specificity in the target language (TL) as well as in the source language (SL) otherwise, translation is an important thing to do to make people would have the same information in source language (SL) and target language (TL).
There are some definitions of translation by the experts, "Translation is a craft consisting in the attempt to replace a written message and or statement in one language by the same message and/or statement of another language" (Newmark, 1981:7) .
From the definition above, the researcher can conclude that translation is a process to render, replace, or paraphrase from the source language (SL) to target language (TL) with the same concept of idea without decreasing even overlapping the main content of the source language.
Making a good translation which might be easy to read without making the readers to be confused is a hard work. 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The translation techniques used in the bilingual destination map "Peta Wisata Jawa Tengah" translated into "Central Java
Tourist Map" can be presented in the following table 1.
Translation Techniques
From the findings, the researcher 
B. Description
Description is to replace a term or expression with a description of its form or/ and function. 
C. Discursive Creation
Discursive creation is to establish a temporary equivalence that is totally unpredictable out of context. 
CONCLUSIONS
From the analysis it can be concluded there are 60 sentences in thesource language (SL) and 65 sentences in the target language (TL) of the destination map "Peta Wisata Jawa
Tengah" translated into "Central Java
Tourist Map" that have been analyzed based on the translation techniques belongs to Molina and Albir's theory. The conclusion can be stated as follows:
There are 6 tecniques of translation used by the translator of the destination map "Peta Wisata Jawa Tengah" translated into "Central Java Tourist Map". There are 14 (23,33%) data using amplification; 3 (5,00%) data using description; 1 (1,67%) data using discursive creation; 30 (50,00%) data using literal translation; 4 (6,67%) data using modulation; and 7
(11,67%) data using reduction. There is also 1 (1,67%) data untranslated.
The researcher found the mostly 
